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Secondary-Phase-Induced Charge–Discharge Performance 
Enhancement of Co-Free High Entropy Spinel Oxide 
Electrodes for Li-Ion Batteries

Thi Xuyen Nguyen, Jagabandhu Patra, Chia-Chien Tsai, Wen-Ye Xuan,  
Hsin-Yi Tiffany Chen, Matthew S. Dyer, Oliver Clemens, Ju Li, 
Subhasish Basu Majumder, Jeng-Kuei Chang,* and Jyh-Ming Ting*

High entropy oxide (HEO) has emerged as a new class of anode material for 
Li-ion batteries (LIBs) by offering infinite possibilities to tailor the charge–
discharge properties. While the advantages of single-phase HEO anodes are 
realized, the effects of a secondary phase are overlooked. In this study, two 
kinds of Co-free HEOs are prepared, containing Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, and Zn, for 
use as LIB anodes. One is a plain cubic-structure high entropy spinel oxide 
HESO (C) prepared using a solvothermal method. The other HESO (C+T) 
contains an extra secondary phase of tetragonal spinel oxide and is prepared 
using a hydrothermal method. It is demonstrated that the secondary tetrag-
onal spinel phase introduces phase boundaries and defects/oxygen vacan-
cies within HESO (C+T), which improve the redox kinetics and reversibility 
during electrode lithiation/delithiation. Density functional theory calculation 
is performed to assess the phase stability of cubic spinel, tetragonal spinel, 
and rock-salt structures, and validate the cycling stability of the electrodes 
upon charging–discharging. The secondary-phase-induced rate capability 
and cyclability enhancement of HEO electrodes are for the first time demon-
strated. A HESO (C+T)||LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2 full cell is assembled and evalu-
ated, showing a promising gravimetric energy density of ≈610 Wh kg−1 based 
on electrode-active materials.
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1. Introduction

The skyrocketing energy demand, contin-
uous exhaustion of fossil fuels, and their 
hazardous by-products have led to the 
search for green energy resources.[1] Devel-
oping environmentally friendly and sus-
tainable alternative energy technologies is 
thus called for. Among these technologies, 
lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) play a pivotal 
role in portable electronics, rechargeable 
devices, and electric/hybrid vehicles.[2] The 
negative electrode in a LIB is an essential 
component that is critical in determining 
the energy and power densities. However, 
the conventional graphite anode can only 
provide a capacity of ≈350 mAh g−1, which 
no longer satisfies the future demands.[3] 
Due to the thirst for a higher energy den-
sity, new anode materials having higher 
specific capacity and cyclability continue 
to be of great interest. Transition metal 
oxide (TMO) is a typical conversion 
anode material for LIBs. TMO provides 
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large theoretical capacity due to the multi-electron transition 
during the redox process.[4,5] However, the drawbacks of low 
conductivity and large volume variation during the lithiation/
delithiation process result in unsatisfactory rate performance 
and poor cycling stability.[6] Transition metal spinel oxide with 
two Wyckoff sites of octahedral and tetrahedral lattices offers 
a unique 3D Li+ transport pathway. The multiple valance states 
of metal cations in the spinel structure provide charge compen-
sation for reversible Li+ storage during charging/discharging.[7] 
The crystal structure of spinel oxide AB2O4 is normally com-
posed of divalent metal cations occupying the tetragonal (A) 
site and trivalent metal cations occupying the octahedral (B) site 
to form a cubic close-packed configuration. The interchange of 
the cations in the two crystallographic sites causes the forma-
tion of a tetragonal symmetry.[8–10] Both cubic and tetragonal 
spinel oxides have been investigated as anode materials in 
LIBs. For example, Sanad et al. compared the electrochem-
ical performance of tetragonal CoMn2O4 and cubic MnCo2O4 
spinel oxides.[11] The tetragonal CoMn2O4 showed lower charge 
transfer resistance and Li+ diffusion impedance, and better 
cyclability than that of cubic MnCo2O4.

Recently, a new class of high entropy oxide (HEO) has 
appeared as a potential candidate for LIB anodes.[12–20] The 
HEO composes of five or more metallic constituents with rela-
tively high concentrations (5–35  at.%). Sarkar et al. reported 
rock-salt (CoCuMgNiZn)O as a LIB anode. The electrode 
exhibited stable cyclability for 500 cycles without capacity 
fading.[21] An anode made out of Mg0.2Co0.2Ni0.2Cu0.2Zn0.2O 
nanoparticles synthesized via a solid-state reaction delivered 
outstanding cyclability and a reversible capacity of 920 mAh g−1 
at 100  mA  g−1 after 300 cycles.[22] Novel high entropy spinel 
oxide nanoparticles containing cations of Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and 
Ni were synthesized using a surfactant-assisted hydrothermal 
method.[23] This high entropy spinel oxide, without inactive Mg, 
not only showed an extraordinary charge–discharge capacity of 
1235  mAh  g−1 but also exhibited a high capacity retention of 
90% after 200 cycles. Although HEO anodes exhibit excellent 
performances, most of them contain cobalt (Co). Co-based elec-
trode materials attract much attention as LIB electrodes due 
to their high conductivity, high redox activity, and great struc-
tural stability.[24,25] However, the toxicity, scarcity, aggressively 
increased price of Co, and geopolitical constraints limit the use 
of Co. In the long run, replacing Co becomes apparent.[26,27] 
Chen et  al. synthesized a (Mg0.2Ti0.2Zn0.2Cu0.2Fe0.2)3O4 spinel 
oxide anode, showing a reversible capacity of 504  mAh  g−1 at 
100  mA  g−1 after 300 cycles.[28] A Co-free high entropy spinel 
oxide anode of (CrNiMnFeCu)3O4 showed a great high-rate 
capacity of 480  mAh  g−1 at 2000  mA  g−1, and excellent cyclic 
stability was demonstrated as there was no capacity decay after 
400 cycles.[26]

With growing attention being paid to HEO anodes, it appears 
that the positive effect of single-phase HEOs has been real-
ized. Also, some reports showed that a secondary phase gave 
negative results or simply ignored the presence of the impurity 
phase.[18,26,29,30] Herein, the effects of a secondary phase on the 
LIB performance are studied. We use two different wet-chemistry 
methods to prepare Co-free high entropy spinel oxides (HESOs) 
consisting of Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, and Zn. The HESO synthesized via 
a solvothermal method shows a single-phase cubic spinel struc-
ture; while the hydrothermal-synthesized HESO has a major 
phase of cubic spinel accompanied by a minor tetragonal spinel. 
We demonstrate that the minor tetragonal phase sustains after 
cycling and largely reduces the morphology deterioration of 
the HESO anode due to the improved reversibility, which con-
tributes to the enhanced cyclability. Moreover, this dual-phase 
HESO shows a higher specific capacity and better rate capability 
than those of the single-phase HESO. This is the first time that 
the effects of a secondary phase in HEO on the electrochemical 
properties have been investigated. It therefore provides a useful 
guideline for designing new high-performance HEO electrode 
materials in the future.

2. Results and Discussion

HESOs consisting of identical constituent metals, namely Cr, 
Mn, Fe, Ni, and Zn, were prepared using solvothermal and 
hydrothermal methods. The crystal structure of the HESO 
samples annealed at 900 °C was examined using X-ray diffrac-
tometer (XRD), as shown in Figure  1a,b. Rietveld refinement 
of the XRD data shows that the HESO (C) is a single-phase 
cubic spinel oxide (space group Fd-3m) having a lattice para-
meter of 8.34  Å. For the HESO (C+T), a secondary phase of 
tetragonal spinel oxide (space group I41/amd) with a fraction 
of 12% was found. The details of the Rietveld refinement are 
given in Table S1–S3 (Supporting Information). XRD analysis 
was also performed to study the effects of annealing tempera-
ture on the crystal structures. For the HESO (C), the as-solvo-
thermal-synthesized state is metal hydroxide (JCPDS#22-0346) 
with low crystallinity (Figure S1, Supporting Information). After 
annealing at 300 °C, the hydroxide decomposes and turns into 
a single-phase spinel oxide (JCPDS#22-1084). With increasing 
annealing temperature up to 1000  °C, the crystal phase sus-
tains and the crystallinity sharply increases. Meanwhile, after 
the hydrothermal process, the HESO (C+T) exhibits a hex-
agonal metal carbonate phase (JCPDS#29-0696). In contrast 
to the hydroxide, the carbonate remains after annealing at 
300  °C. At 600  °C, the metal carbonate is converted to metal 
oxide with two phases of cubic and tetragonal spinel oxides. 
The HESO (C+T) remains a two-phase crystal structure having 
increasing crystallinity with the annealing temperature up to 
1000  °C. Thermogravimetric analysis (Figure S2, Supporting 
Information) was performed to examine the thermal stability 
of the as-synthesized HESO (C) and HESO (C+T). It is seen 
that the thermal stabilities of the two as-synthesized samples 
are not the same. Similar weight losses (≈10%) before 200  °C 
for both samples are due to the removal of hydration water.[31] 
After that, the HESO (C) has a significant weight loss between 
200 °C and 450 °C, which is ascribed to the decomposition of 
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metal hydroxide to become spinel oxide. At the same tempera-
ture range, the weight loss of HESO (C+T) is less than that of 
HESO (C). A higher temperature is required to decompose the 
metal carbonate, as compared to the metal hydroxide. Scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) images (Figure 1c,d) show that both 
HESO (C) and HESO (C+T) are nanoparticles. The particle size 
of HESO (C) (≈134  nm) is slightly bigger than that of HESO 
(C+T) (≈121 nm), as shown in Figure S3 (Supporting Informa-
tion). The morphology of HESO (C) and HESO (C+T) annealed 
at different temperatures (800, 900, and 1000  °C) is shown in 
Figure S4 (Supporting Information). The particle size becomes 
bigger with increasing annealing temperature and significant 
agglomeration occurs at 1000  °C. To avoid the agglomeration 
that can deteriorate the electrode performance, annealing tem-
perature of 900 °C was chosen for the electrode material prepa-
ration. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis of 
HESO (C) is shown in Figure 2. The TEM image (Figure  2a) 
further confirms the nanoparticle morphology of the HESO 
(C). High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images (Figure 2b,c) show 
lattice spacings of 0.49 and 0.29 nm, corresponding to the (111) 
and (220) planes of the cubic spinel oxide, respectively. The 
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern (Figure 2d) is 
well-indexed to single-phase spinel structure. Scanning TEM 
(STEM) energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) elemental 
mapping of the HESO (C), as shown in Figure  2e, indicates 
the distribution of Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Zn, and O elements. TEM 
image of HESO (C+T) nanoparticles is displayed in Figure 3a. 
As shown in Figure  3b, two phases are seen, showing a clear 

view of a phase boundary. The lattice fringes corresponding 
to the cubic spinel phase are shown in Figure  3c. Tetragonal 
spinel oxide with a space group of I41/amd is also identified 
(Figure  3d). Figure  3e,f are the corresponding nanobeam dif-
fraction patterns of the imaged area shown in Figure  3c,d, 
respectively. The diffraction pattern in Figure  3e indicates 
a cubic spinel structure, while that in Figure  3f is indexed as 
a tetragonal spinel phase. The TEM diffraction pattern in 
Figure 3g shows the co-existence of cubic and tetragonal spinel 
phases. STEM-EDS analysis shows the elemental distribution 
in HESO (C+T) (Figure 3h). To examine the composition differ-
ence of the two phases in HESO (C+T), high spatial-resolution 
EDS measurements were conducted at different positions in 
the tetragonal and cubic phases. The obtained data are shown 
in Figure S5 and Table S4 (Supporting Information). The EDS 
beam size is ≈3 nm, which is smaller than the domain size of 
both phases. In the tetragonal phase, the elemental concentra-
tions are nearly equimolar. In contrast, in the cubic phase, a 
higher concentration of Cr and a clearly lower concentration 
of Mn were detected. Then, the EDS elemental concentrations 
of the two phases were taken to calculate the entropy values. 
The entropy values of the cubic and tetragonal phases in HESO 
(C+T) are 1.56 and 1.60  R, respectively. Both phases are thus 
qualified as high entropy materials. The chemical composi-
tions of the samples were quantitatively determined via induc-
tively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). As shown 
in Table S5 (Supporting Information). The elemental con-
centrations in HESO (C+T) are close to equimolar; while the 
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Figure 1. XRD patterns with Rietveld fitting of a) HESO (C) and b) HESO (C+T). SEM images of c) HESO (C) and d) HESO (C+T).
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concentration of Mn in HESO (C) is clearly less. The lower con-
tent of Mn in HESO (C) is probably due to the higher solubility 
of Mn(OH)2 (compared to that of the other metal hydroxides) in 
ethylene glycol.[32]

To have a better understanding of the phase formation and 
structural stability of HESO (C) and HESO (C+T) based on 
the consideration of chemical composition, density functional 
theory (DFT) calculations have been performed. The detailed 
methodology to determine the high entropy material configu-
rations is provided in the Supporting Information. The quasi-
random models after basin hopping calculations of HESO 
(C) and HSEO (C+T) for cubic spinel, tetragonal spinel, and 
rock-salt structures are given in Figure  4a–f, with the energy 
per atom values above the convex hull listed below the struc-
tures. As shown, for both materials, the cubic spinel is the most 
stable structure, whereas the rock-salt configuration is the least 
stable. These results are well supported by the experimental 
observations. Although thermodynamically unfavorable, a 
tetragonal spinel phase formed in HSEO (C+T). This could 
be associated with the kinetic issues that involve complexation 
and coordination states of the multiple metal ions in the hydro-
thermal synthesis. The more detailed mechanism study will be 
needed to address this matter. It is noted that the multi-phase 
HSEO (C+T) material has a convex hull energy of  =  55  meV/
atom  ×  88%  +  120  meV/atom  ×  12%  =  62.8  meV/atom which 
is close to that (62  meV/atom) of the single-phase HSEO (C). 
Hence, it is justifiable to obtain the two kinds of crystallinity 
(i.e., C and C+T) by using the different synthesis routes.

To investigate the surface chemistry, X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was carried out, as shown in 
Figure 5. In the Cr 2p spectra, the peaks at 576.0 eV (Cr 2p3/2) 
and 578.5 eV (Cr 2p3/2) are assigned to Cr3+ and Cr6+, respec-
tively.[33] The peak centered at 585.5  eV belongs to a Cr 2p1/2 
orbital peak. The Cr3+ and Cr6+ exist in both samples with 
Cr3+/Cr6+ ratios of 85.1/14.9 and 84.3/15.7 for HESO (C) and 

HESO (C+T), respectively. The Mn, Fe, and Ni all have diva-
lent and trivalent oxidation states. The Mn 2p spectra show 
two major spin-orbital peaks of Mn 2p3/2 and Mn 2p1/2 at 642.2 
and 653.6 eV, respectively.[34] The Mn 2p3/2 peaks are fitted into 
Mn2+ at 641.2  eV and Mn3+ at 642.6  eV.[35,36] The Mn2+/Mn3+ 
ratios are 40.4/59.6 and 62.5/37.5 for the HESO (C) and HESO 
(C+T), respectively. The peaks located at 637.6 and 645.2 eV are 
attributed to the Auger peak and satellite peak, respectively.[37] 
In the XPS Fe 2p spectra, the peaks at 709.8 eV (Fe 2p3/2) and 
711.6  eV (Fe 2p3/2) are associated with Fe2+ and Fe3+, respec-
tively. Two satellite peaks are found at 714.8 and 718.5  eV.[38] 
The peak at 724.1 corresponds to the Fe 2p1/2 orbital peak. The 
Fe2+/Fe3+ ratios are 42.4/57.6 in HESO (C) and 46.1/52.9 in 
HESO (C+T). In the Ni 2p spectra, the Ni 2p3/2 and Ni 2p1/2 
orbital peaks are located at 854.8 and 872.4  eV, respectively. 
HESO (C) has a Ni2+/Ni3+ ratio of 68.5/31.5 while this ratio 
in HESO (C+T) is 63.2/36.8. Two satellite peaks are seen at 
861.1 and 879.3 eV.[39,40] Only a divalent state was found in the 
Zn 2p spectra. The average oxidation states of HESO (C) and 
HESO (C+T) were calculated to be 2.59 and 2.56, respectively. 
The O 1s spectra consist of three peaks, which are related to 
lattice oxygen (OL), oxygen vacancy (OV), and chemisorbed 
oxygen (OC).[41] The concentration of OV in HESO (C+T) 
is higher than that in HESO (C) (30.6%  versus 25.5%). The 
introduction of the secondary tetragonal phase was found to 
decrease the average valence states of the HESO and thus lead 
to an increased content of OV. In addition, electron paramag-
netic resonance (EPR) analysis was conducted to examine the 
Ov content in both samples. As shown in the EPR spectra  
(Figure S6, Supporting Information), the difference in the 
peak height depicts that the Ov content in HESO (C+T) is 
higher than that in HESO (C). The high concetration of Ov can 
increase the electron hole density, that enhances the electronic 
conductivity. Furthermore, Ov can promote the Li+ transport, 
resulting in superior electrochemical performance.[18,42,43]

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2023, 2300509

Figure 2. a) TEM image, b,c) HRTEM images, d) SAED pattern, and e) STEM-EDS elemental mapping of HESO (C).
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The cyclic voltammetry (CV) tests were performed to study 
the lithium-storage properties of the HESO (C) and HESO 
(C+T) electrodes. The observed curves with various anodic and 
cathodic peaks, which are associated with Li+ uptake/release of 
the electrodes, are shown in Figure S7 (Supporting Informa-
tion). In the first cathodic (i.e., lithiation) scan for both cells, 
multiple peaks were observed, corresponding to electrolyte 
decomposition (thus solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) forma-
tion), reductive conversion reactions, and Li2O formation.[7,44] 
In the subsequent anodic scan, the current before ≈1.2  V is 
steady, indicating that the electrode delithiation rate was nearly 
constant. There are several overlapping oxidation peaks in the 
region between 1.2 and 2.5 V, which are related to the re-conver-
sion and/or oxidation of the reduced species produced during 
the lithiation process.[29,45] The presence of tetragonal phase in 
HESO (C+T) did not significantly affect the CV characteristic 
features. In the second cycle, the lithiation reactions are facil-
itated to launch at ≈1.5  V. It is noted that from the 2nd cycle 
onward, the succeeding CV curves mostly overlapped, sug-
gesting good electrochemical reversibility and stability of the 
HESO electrodes.

To evaluate the Li+ storage properties of the HESO elec-
trodes, galvanostatic charge–discharge tests were performed. 

Figure S8 (Supporting Information) shows the initial three 
lithiation-delithiation curves of HESO (C) and HESO (C+T) 
tested at 50 mA g−1. As shown, the first lithiation curve is char-
acterized by a voltage plateau below ≈0.5 V, which is consistent 
with the CV result (see Figure S7, Supporting Information) and 
is linked to the SEI formation and irreversible trapping of Li+ 
ions within the electrode. The first-cycle Coulombic efficiency 
(CE) of HESO (C) and HESO (C+T) electrodes are 69 and 
73%, respectively, which are comparable to those reported in 
the literature for HEOs. We certainly believe that these values 
can be further increased by optimizing the binder and electro-
lyte recipes, and by using an upgraded electrode coating pro-
cess. As exhibited, the lithiation-delithiation behavior became 
steady after two cycles, with the CE values of both cells being 
≈99%. The differential capacity curves (dQ/dV plots) obtained 
from the first charge–discharge cycles of HESO (C) and HESO 
(C+T) electrodes are shown in Figure S9 (Supporting Informa-
tion). The results show that both electrodes exhibit similar dQ/
dV curves and insignificant difference in the redox behavior 
was observed. In addition, electron energy loss spectroscopy 
(EELS) was performed to further examine the HESO (C) and 
HESO (C+T) electrodes. The EELS spectra of both electrodes 
before and after the first charge–discharge cycle are shown 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2023, 2300509

Figure 3. a) TEM image, b–d) HRTEM images, e) nanobeam electron diffraction pattern of (c), f) nanobeam electron diffraction pattern of (d), 
g) overlapped diffraction patterns of cubic and tetragonal spinel phases, and h) STEM-EDS elemental mapping of HESO (C+T).
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in Figure S10 (Supporting Information). The peak position is 
indicative of the valance state. While high redox reversibility 
of Cr, Mn, and Fe was found, the Ni seems to be less revers-
ible. According to the results, we conclude that there is no sig-
nificant difference in the charge storage mechanism between 
the two electrodes. To examine if both phases in HESO (C+T) 
participate in the electrochemical reaction, we have performed 
ex-situ XRD measurement on the electrode after complete lithi-
ation. As shown in Figure S11 (Supporting Information), the 
results confirm the amorphous nature of the electrode. This 
indicates the participation of both the cubic and tetragonal 
phases in the charge storage reactions.
Figure 6a,b show the charge–discharge curves of the HESO 

(C) and HESO (C+T) electrodes recorded at various cur-
rent densities. With gradually increasing the rate from 50 to 
3000 mA g−1, the specific capacities steadily decreased due to the 
kinetic limitation of the lithiation/delithiation processes.[46,47] At 
50  mA  g−1, the reversible capacities of HESO (C) and HESO 
(C+T) are 830 and 865  mAh  g−1, respectively. Both electrodes 
revealed considerably higher reversible capacities than that 
(practically ≈350 mAh g−1) of a conventional graphite anode,[48] 
demonstrating a potential application of this kind of HEO for 
LIBs. Figure 6c shows the rate capability of the HESO (C) and 
HESO (C+T) electrodes. At 3000 mA g−1, the measured capaci-
ties were 486 and 560 mAh g−1, respectively, corresponding to 
59% and 65% retention compared to the capacities obtained at 

50  mA  g−1. The induced phase boundaries and the higher OV 
concentration are mainly responsible for the enhanced electro-
chemical performance of the HESO (C+T) electrode. In other 
words, the secondary phase does not alter the charge–discharge 
mechanism but clearly improves the redox kinetics. Generally, 
oxide anodes following a conversion-type charge storage mech-
anism show a substantial capacity deterioration at high cur-
rent rates owing to their low conductivity and limited kinetics 
of diffusion-driven redox processes during lithiation/delithi-
ation.[49,50] The excellent rate capability of the HESO (C+T) 
electrode is among the best performance in the state-of-the-art 
HEO anodes for LIBs. HESO (C+T) outperforms many most 
recent reported HEOs in terms of high-rate performance, such 
as (Co0.2Cu0.2Mg0.2Ni0.2Zn0.2)O (≈160  mAh  g−1@3000  mA  g−1), 
(Mg0.2Co0.2Ni0.2Cu0.2Zn0.2)O (490  mAh  g−1@3000  mA  g−1), 
(Mg0.2Co0.2Ni0.2Cu0.2Zn0.2)O (408  mAh  g−1@2000  mA  g−1), 
(MgCoNiZn)0.65Li0.35O (≈610  mAh  g−1@1000  mA  g−1),  
(Mg0.2Co0.2Ni0.2Cu0.2Zn0.2)O (≈300  mAh  g−1@1800  mA  g−1), 
(FeNiCrMnMgAl)3O4 (≈400 mAh g−1@2000 mA g−1), (Mg0.2Co0.2 
Ni0.2Cu0.2Zn0.2)O@graphene (393  mAh  g−1@2000  mA  g−1), 
(FeCoNiCrMn)3O4 (≈180  mAh  g−1@2000  mA  g−1), 
(FeCoNiCrMnZnLi)3O4 (≈173 mAh g−1@2000 mA g−1), (MgCu-
NiCoZn)O (240  mAh  g−1@2000  mA  g−1), (FeNiCrMnZn)3O4 
(≈260  mAh  g−1@3000  mA  g−1), (Mg0.2Ti0.2Zn0.2Cu0.2Fe0.2)3O4 
(≈268  mAh  g−1@2000  mA  g−1), and (CrMnFeNiCu)3O4 
(≈480  mAh  g−1@2000  mA  g−1).[7,18,21,22,26,28,29,44,51–55] Table S6 
(Supporting Information) shows the performance comparision 
between HESO (C+T) and previously reported HEO electrodes. 
Our Co-free HESO (C+T) electrode shows promising specific 
capacity, rate capability, and cycling stability. The fast lithiation/
delithiation reaction of the HESO electrode is highly attrac-
tive. This can be attributed to the multiple cation centers and 
abundant oxygen vacancies that provide high redox activity and 
plenty of conduction pathways for Li+ transport.[7,27,52]

The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) analysis 
was carried out to understand the impedance of the HESO (C) 
and HESO (C+T) electrodes. The spectra shown in Figure  6d 
were obtained after five CV cycles. The Nyquist plots comprise 
an intercept at high frequency, a semicircle at intermediate fre-
quency, and a sloping line at low frequency. The equivalent cir-
cuit to fit the data is shown in the figure inset. The Re, Rct, CPE, 
and W represents the electrolyte resistance, charge-transfer 
resistance, interfacial constant phase element, and Warburg 
impedance corresponding to Li+ transport in the HESO elec-
trode.[56] The fitting results reveal that the Rct values for the 
HESO (C) and HESO (C+T) electrodes are 12 and 7 Ω, respec-
tively. The apparent Li+ diffusion coefficient (DLi

+) can be calcu-
lated from the low-frequency sloping line.[57] The HESO (C+T) 
electrode has a higher DLi

+ value of 6.8  ×  10−13  cm2  s−1, com-
pared to 3.5 × 10−13 cm2 s−1 for HESO (C). This is ascribed to the 
higher OV concentration of HESO (C+T), which improves both 
the electronic and ionic conductivities of the electrode.[58,59] The 
low Rct and high DLi

+ values of HESO (C+T) explain its superior 
charge–discharge rate capability. Additionally, the DLi

+ for the 
electrodes were also evaluated using a galvanostatic intermit-
tent titration technique (GITT). The data are shown in Figure 
S12 (Supporting Information). As exhibited, the DLi

+
(GITT) of 

HESO (C+T) is evidently higher than that of the HESO (C) elec-
trode, consistent with the EIS results.

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2023, 2300509

Figure 4. a,b) Most stable configurations of cubic spinel structures, 
c,d) most stable configurations of tetragonal spinel structures, and 
e,f) most stable configurations of rock-salt structures with the two chem-
ical compositions. The values listed below the structures are the energy 
per atom above the convex hull.
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Figure  7a shows the cycling stability data of both HESO 
cells after three conditioning cycles measured at a charge–
discharge rate of 500 mA g−1. After 200 cycles, the HESO (C) 
and HESO (C+T) electrodes retained 45% and 90% of the 
initial capacities, respectively. As shown, the capacity fluc-
tuation during cycling occurred. This feature was also found 
in other HEO electrodes reported in the literature,[18,21–23,26] 
which could be ascribed to structural and/or compositional 
reconfiguration of the multi-element electrode materials. The 
relatively high OV content, which promotes phase change 
reversibility and reduces the lattice stress during lithiation/
delithiation,[60,61] can be a reason for the better cycling sta-
bility of the HESO (C+T) electrode. Figure  7b shows the EIS 
spectra of the electrodes after 200 cycles. The Rct values of the 

HESO (C) and HESO (C+T) electrodes increased to 92 and 
47  Ω, respectively. In addition, the DLi

+ values decreased to 
1.8  ×  10−15  cm2  s−1 and 5.3  ×  10−14  cm2  s−1, respectively. The 
variation of Rct versus the cycle number for HESO (C) and 
HESO (C+T) electrodes are shown in Figure S13 (Supporting 
Information). A clear volume expansion, particle agglomera-
tion, and SEI accumulation are observed for HESO (C) after 
cycling (Figure  7c), resulting in the electrode performance 
decay. The superior cyclability of the HESO (C+T) electrode 
is associated with the less morphology deterioration, as shown 
in Figure 7d. Of note, this is the first study to reveal that the 
HEO cyclability can be significantly enhanced by the introduc-
tion of a secondary phase of tetragonal spinel oxide. The pos-
sible mechanism is discussed as follows.

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2023, 2300509

Figure 5. High-resolution XPS spectra of a) Cr 2p, b) Mn 2p, c) Fe 2p, d) Ni 2p, e) Zn 2p, and f) O 1s orbitals of HESO (C) and HESO (C+T) samples.
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The oxidation states of the electrode materials after cycling 
were examined via XPS (Figure  8). During the conversion 
process, irreversible reactions that leads to Cr, Mn, Fe, and 
Ni cation reduction and metallic Cr, Fe, and Ni formation, 
were identified. The Cr6+ disappears, giving Cr0/Cr3+ ratios of 
14.7/85.3 and 7.4/92.6 in HESO (C) and HESO (C+T), respec-
tively. The concentration of Mn3+ in HESO (C) is largely 
reduced (to Mn2+), from 59.6% in the pristine electrode to 

27.4% after cycling. However, the reduction of Mn3+ to Mn2+ is 
notably less for HESO (C+T). The Mn2+/Mn3+ ratio after cycling 
is 67.8/32.5 (compared to 62.5/37.5 before cycling). The ratios 
of Fe0/Fe2+/Fe3+ are 16.6/47.2/36.4 and 15.8/44.6/39.6, while the 
Ni0/Ni2+/Ni3+ ratios are 42/34.5/23.5 and 24.5/41.5/34 for HESO 
(C) and HESO (C+T), respectively. The Zn remains divalent in 
both electrodes. It is seen that the concentrations of metallic 
species in HESO (C) are higher than those in HESO (C+T). 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2023, 2300509

Figure 7. a) Cycling stability data of various electrodes measured at 500 mA g−1. b) EIS Nyquist spectra of various electrodes after 200 cycles. SEM 
images of c) HESO (C) and d) HESO (C+T) electrodes after 200 cycles.

Figure 6. Charge–discharge curves of a) HESO (C) and b) HESO (C+T) electrodes measured at various rates. c) Comparative rate capability of various 
electrodes. d) EIS Nyquist spectra of various electrodes after five CV cycles.
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The less cation irreversible reduction in the HESO (C+T) elec-
trode explains the less capacity degradation upon cycling com-
pared to the HESO (C) electrode. It was also found that the OV 
content increases relatively less upon cycling for HESO (C+T) 
(Figure 8f versus Figure 5f), whereas the OV content in HESO 
(C) substantially upsurges after the same cycle numbers, sug-
gesting a remarkable phase transformation, which is examined 
using TEM analyses shown below.

The TEM image of HESO (C) after 200 cycles is shown in 
Figure  9a. The HRTEM image and SAED data indicate the 
transformation of the spinel phase to a rock-salt structure 
after cycling. Figure 9b shows d-spacings of 0.24 and 0.21 nm, 

corresponding to the (111) and (200) planes of the rock-salt 
structure (space group Fm-3m), respectively. The SAED pat-
tern (Figure  9c) also supports the formation of rock-salt 
crystals. The diffraction rings are indexed to the (111), (200), 
and (220) crystalline planes. Figure  9e shows a TEM image 
of HESO (C+T) after cycling. The d-spacings of 0.50  nm in 
Figure 9f and 0.21 nm in Figure 9g belong to the (111) plane 
of the tetragonal spinel phase and (200) plane of the rock-salt 
phase, respectively. The SAED pattern (Figure 9h) shows the 
existence of both tetragonal spinel and rock-salt structures in 
the sample. After 200 cycles, both materials remained inte-
grated, as confirmed by the EDS mapping data shown in 

Figure 8. High-resolution XPS spectra of a) Cr 2p, b) Mn 2p, c) Fe 2p, d) Ni 2p, e) Zn 2p, and f) O 1s orbitals of HESO (C) and HESO (C+T) electrode 
after cycling.
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Figure  9d,i. However, the cubic spinel phase in HESO (C) 
was completely converted to a rock-salt structure, whereas 
mixed tetragonal spinel and rock-salt phases were detected 
in HESO (C+T) after cycling. The lack of phase boundaries 
and less defects/oxygen vacancies in HESO (C) may decrease 
the redox reversibility during lithiation/delithiation. The for-
mation of Li2O and irreversible reduction of the constituent 
cations upon the conversion reaction inevitably led to the for-
mation of the rock-salt phase, which is thermodynamically 
least stable according to Figure  4. In contrast, clearly higher 
reversibility of HESO (C+T) is confirmed since the tetragonal 
spinel phase is preserved after cycling. According to the DFT 
calculation results (Figure  4), the total convex hull energy of 
the mixed tetragonal spinel and rock-salt phases in HESO 
(C+T) composition can be considerably lower than that of the 
rock-salt structure in HESO (C) composition, indicating that 
the former electrode is more stable. This could be a cause for 
the less capacity fading of the HESO (C+T) electrode during 
the charge–discharge cycling (Figure 7a).

As explored by the high spatial-resolution EDS data and the 
XPS results in Figure 5b, the tetragonal domain (rather than the 
cubic domain) in HESO (C+T) is supposed to be Mn2+-rich and 
thus OV-rich. Accordingly, the tetragonal phase could facilitate 
the Li+ transport and possess higher redox reversibility com-
pared to the cubic phase. Therefore, the tetragonal phase can 
be preserved whereas the cubic structure is totally gone after 
cycling. Moreover, because some oxygen loss and/or Li trapping 
occurred after cycling, the electrode chemical composition can 
deviate from the initial composition that was used for the DFT 
calculation. This is probably another reason for that the cubic 
phase, the energetically preferred phase predicted in Figure  4 
in an ideal case, did not actually appear in HESO (C+T) after 
cycling.

To evaluate the viability of the HESO (C+T) electrode for 
practical battery application, a HESO (C+T)||LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2 
full cell was assembled (Figure  10a). The obtained charge–
discharge profiles measured at various C-rates are shown in 
Figure  10b (1  C  =  275  mAh  g−1 for the cathode). The specific 

Figure 9. a) TEM and b) HRTEM images, c) SAED pattern, and d) STEM-EDS elemental mapping of HESO (C) after 200 cycles. e) TEM and f,g) HRTEM 
images, h) SAED pattern, and i) STEM-EDS elemental mapping of HESO (C+T) after 200 cycles.
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capacities were calculated based on the total mass of anode and 
cathode active materials. Accordingly, the energy density of the 
full cell (@0.1 C mA g−1) is estimated to be ≈610 Wh kg−1 (based 
on electrode materials), which shows the great potential of the 
proposed HESO (C+T) for use in LIBs.

3. Conclusion 

Typically, “pure phase” HEO anode is thought to be essential to 
give good electrochemical performance of LIBs. However, we 
report here that this is not a necessary condition and a proper 
secondary phase is actually advantageous. Two kinds of Co-free 
HESO, containing Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, and Zn, were synthesized, 
resulting in HESO (C) and HESO (C+T) with distinct crystal-
linities. The secondary tetragonal spinel phase in HESO (C+T) 
introduces phase boundaries and extra defects/oxygen vacan-
cies, which improve the redox kinetics and electroactivity 
during the lithiation/delithiation reactions. The reduced Rct and 
enhanced DLi

+ contributed to the superior first-cycle CE, spe-
cific capacity, and rate capability of the HESO (C+T) electrode. 
In addition, these heterogeneous (or defective) sites promote 
phase change reversibility and reduce the lattice stress during 
charging/discharging. After cycling, the tetragonal phase was 
preserved, and the morphology deterioration was less for the 
HESO (C+T) electrode, resulting in its significantly improved 
cyclability. The HESO (C+T) electrode having a high capacity of 
865 mAh g−1 was paired with a LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2 positive elec-
trode to form a full cell, which showed an attractive gravimetric 
energy density of ≈610 Wh kg−1 (based on electrode-active mate-
rial weight). The “secondary phase” material design strategy 
developed in the present work launches a new route to further 
advance the charge–discharge performance of HEO electrodes 
for better LIBs in the future.

4. Experimental Section
Material Synthesis: Cr(NO3)3·9H2O (Alfa Aesar, 98.5%), 

Mn(NO3)2·6H2O (Alfa Aesar, 98.5%), Fe(NO3)3·9H2O (J.T. Baker, 
99%), Ni(NO3)2·6H2O (Alfa Aesar, 98.5%), and Zn(NO3)2·6H2O (Alfa 
Aesar, 98.5%) were used as the metal precursors. In the solvothermal 
approach, equimolar precursors were mixed in a solution consisting of 
40 ml ethylene glycol and 10 mmol sodium acetate under stirring for 1 h. 
Afterward, the solution was poured into a Teflon-lined stainless-steel 

autoclave and heated at 200  °C for 16  h. After cooling down to room 
temperature, the solution was centrifuged and rinsed with ethanol and 
de-ionized (DI) water several times. Subsequently, the solution was 
filtered to obtain the powdery product, which was then dried in a vacuum 
oven at 60  °C for 12  h. The resulting powder was heated at various 
temperatures for 2  h with a ramp rate of 5  °C min−1. The obtained 
sample was designated as HESO (C). In the hydrothermal process, the 
same equimolar precursors were mixed in a solution consisting of 40 ml 
DI water and (1-hexadecyl)trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, Alfa 
Aesar, 98.5%). Afterward, urea (urea/total metal precursors = 6/1, in a 
molar ratio) was added to the solution. The obtained solution was then 
poured into a Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave and heated at 140 °C 
for 5 h. The same procedures to those for HESO (C) were then carried 
out to obtain a powdery sample, which is designated as HESO (C+T).

Material Characterizations: The crystalline structures of the samples 
were examined using XRD (Bruker D8 Discover) with Cu Kα radiation 
(λ  =  0.15 418  nm). The surface morphology was examined using SEM 
(JOEL 6701F). HRTEM (Tecnai F20 G2) and (SAED) were used to study 
the microstructures. STEM-EDS mapping was conducted to probe the 
elemental distribution. EELS (JEOL JEM-2100F Cs STEM) analysis was 
conducted to examine the valence state evolution of Cr, Mn, Fe, and Ni 
after the first lithiation-delithiation cycle. The HESO composition was 
determined using ICP-MS (Thermo Element XR). The surface chemistry 
was analyzed using XPS (PHI 5000). EPR (Bruker, ELEXSYS E580) 
analysis was conducted to investigate the Ov content.

Electrode Preparation: The electrode slurry was composed of 80 wt.% 
HESO, 10  wt.% Super P, and 10  wt.% sodium polyacrylate binder in 
deionized water. The slurry was cast onto 8-µm-thick Cu foil with a 
doctor blade and vacuum-dried at 90 °C for 6 h. The obtained electrode 
coating was roll-pressed and punched to match the required dimensions 
of a CR2032 coin cell. The HESO loading was ≈2.0 mg cm−2. Li foil and a 
glass fiber membrane were used as the counter electrode and separator, 
respectively. 70 µL of the electrolyte (1 M lithium hexafluorophosphate in 
ethylene carbonate/diethyl carbonate (1:1 by volume) mixed solvent with 
5  wt.% fluoroethylene carbonate additive) was used in each cell. The 
coin cells were assembled in an Ar-filled glove box (Vigor Tech. Co. Ltd.), 
where both the oxygen and moisture content levels were maintained at 
below 0.2 ppm.

Electrochemical Measurements: CV measurement was performed 
within a range of 0.01–3.0  V (versus Li/Li+) with a potential sweep 
rate of 0.1 mV s−1. EIS tests were carried out using a BioLogic VSP-300 
workstation in a frequency range of 106–10−2  Hz with a perturbation 
amplitude of 10  mV. The cell charge–discharge properties (such as 
capacity, rate capability, and cycling stability) were evaluated using a 
NEWARE CT-4000 battery tester at 25  °C. For every condition, at least 
five parallel cells were tested. The performance deviation was typically 
within ≈3%; the reported capacities are the median values. GITTwas 
performed to determine the Li+ diffusion coefficients in the electrodes. 
GITT was tested at a current density of 100  mA  g−1 over a potential 
range of 0.01−3.0 V. Postmortem SEM and TEM characterizations were 
performed to check the morphological integrity and structural variations 
of the electrodes after 200 charge–discharge cycles. The cycled 
electrodes after lithiation were taken out from the cells inside the glove 
box, washed with dimethyl carbonate solvent, and then dried prior to 
various analyses. For construction of a HESO (C+T)||LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2 
full cell, an anode-to-cathode capacity ratio of 1.2 was used. The HESO 
(C+T) anode was preconditioned and lithiated by 20% in a half cell prior 
to the full cell assembly.

Computational Method: The HESO (C) and HESO (C+T) materials 
were modelled by 2  ×  2  ×  2 primitive cells of cubic spinel, tetragonal 
spinel, and rock-salt structures based on the lattice constants measured 
by XRD. Based on the ICP-MS data, the chemical compositions of 
the two samples, assumed having a spinel structure, were set as 
Zn10Mn4Fe12Ni12Cr10O64 and Zn9Mn9Fe9Ni10Cr11O64, respectively. 
For a rock-salt structure, they were set as Zn6Mn3Fe8Ni8Cr7O32 and 
Zn6Mn6Fe6Ni7Cr7O32, respectively. The cations were swapped by 
ChemDash after 100 steps of basin-hoping DFT calculation to reach 
an energetic global minimum configuration.[62]The DFT calculation 

Figure 10. a) Scheme of LIB full cell with HESO (C+T) anode and 
LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2 cathode. b) Charge–discharge profiles of HESO 
(C+T)|| LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2 full cell measured at various rates.
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was done by the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) with the 
projected augmented wave (PAW) potentials for core electrons.[63,64] The 
valence space for Zn, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cr, and O atoms consisted of 12, 13, 14, 
16, 12, and 6 electrons, respectively. All the structure optimizations were 
done by Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional with spin-polarized 
generalized gradient approximations (GGA)+U correction.[65] The U 
value followed previous research (Mn: 3.9 eV, Fe: 5.3 eV, Ni: 6.2 eV, Cr: 
3.7  eV).[66,67] The energy cut-off was set at 400  eV with a gamma-only 
k-point space for the spinel structure and 2 × 2 × 2 k mesh for the rock-
salt structure. All the forces acting on the ions were below 0.02 eV Å−1 
after relaxation. More accurate energies of the best structures were then 
calculated by the input consisting of the entries on Materials Project 
to construct a 6D phase diagram.[66–68] The energy per atom above 
the convex hull was worked out to determine the stability of the above 
structures.

Statistical Analysis: The charge–discharge experiments of the HESO 
electrodes were repeated at least five times to ensure validity. The 
reported capacities are the mean values, and the relative standard 
deviation is within 3%. The XPS data fitting was done using XPSPEAK 
4.1 software. All the XPS spectra were calibrated with the binding energy 
of C 1s at 284.8  eV. The Origin software was used for data analysis 
and processing. The DFT calculation was done by the Vienna Ab initio 
Simulation Package with the projected augmented wave potentials for 
core electrons. All the structure optimizations were done by Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof functional with spin-polarized generalized gradient 
approximations +U correction.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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The methodology to determine the high entropy material configurations  

The high entropy material configuration was generated through an energy global minimal 

search using the basin hopping method[1] implemented in the crystal structure prediction code 

ChemDASH (Chemically Directed Atom Swap Hopping).[2] In the basin hopping calculation, 

the beginning configuration was generated by randomly placing the metal atoms at different 

sites. We then swapped the atoms at chemical unfavorable sites determined by the chemical 

bonding length and valence numbers.[3] If the newly generated configuration has a lower energy 

or the Boltzmann factor is lower than a random number, we accepted the swap. After generating 

100 models through the basin hopping calculations, we took the crystal structure with the lowest 

energy as a representative model.    

After getting the lowest energy configurations for the three crystal structures (cubic spinel, 

tetragonal spinel, and rock salt) in both elements ratio (600 models were tested in total), to 

compare the stability of configurations with different ratios of elements, we employed the 

convex hull energy with a benchmark of the crystal structures containing the same elements in 

the Materials Project database.[4] The boundary of the convex hull was determined using the 

phase diagram method implemented in Python Materials Genomics (pymatgen).[5]  
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Table S1. Rietveld refinement data for HESO (C). 

 

 

Sample ID HESO (C) 

Phase Cubic spinel  

R-Bragg 3.732 

Space-group Fd-3m 

Wt% - Rietveld 100 % 

Cell volume (Å
3
) 579.8(2) 

Crystal Density (g cm
-3

) 5.423(2) 

Lattice parameter (Å) 8.3384(10) 

Label Wyckoff site x y z Atom Occupation 

Anion 32e 0.3785(4) 0.3785(4) 0.3785(4) O 1 

Oct. 16c 0.625 0.625 0.625 Cr 0.2162 

          Mn 0.0914 

          Fe 0.2472 

          Ni 0.2436 

          Zn 0.2016 

Tetr. 8b 0 0 0 Cr 0.2162 

          Mn 0.0914 

          Fe 0.2472 

          Ni 0.2436 

          Zn 0.2016 
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Table S2. Rietveld refinement data for cubic spinel phase in HESO (C+T). 

 

 

Sample ID HESO (C+T) 

Phase Cubic spinel  

R-Bragg 3.728 

Space-group Fd-3m 

Wt% - Rietveld 88% 

Cell volume (Å
3
) 578.85(16) 

Crystal Density (g cm
-3

) 5.4150(15) 

Lattice parameter (Å) 8.3340(8) 

Label Wyckoff site x y z Atom Occupation 

Anion 32e 0.3785(6) 0.3785(6) 0.3785(6) O 1 

Oct. 16c 0.625 0.625 0.625 Cr 0.2189 

          Mn 0.1865 

          Fe 0.1823 

          Ni 0.2172 

          Zn 0.1951 

Tetr. 8b 0 0 0 Cr 0.2189 

          Mn 0.1865 

          Fe 0.1823 

          Ni 0.2172 

          Zn 0.1951 
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Table S3. Rietveld refinement data for tetragonal spinel phase in HESO (C+T). 

 

 

Sample ID HESO (C+T) 

Phase Tetragonal spinel 

R-Bragg 2.532 

Space-group I41/amd 

Wt% - Rietveld 12.0% 

Cell volume (Å
3
) 304.52(18) 

Crystal Density (g cm
-3

) 4.991(3) 

Lattice parameter (Å) a=5.7296(13)  c=9.276(3) 

Label Wyckoff site x y z Atom Occupation 

Anion 32e 0.3785(6) 0.3785(6) 0.3785(6) O 1 

Oct. 16c 0.625 0.625 0.625 Cr 0.2189 

          Mn 0.1865 

          Fe 0.1823 

          Ni 0.2172 

          Zn 0.1951 

Tetr. 8b 0 0 0 Cr 0.2189 

          Mn 0.1865 

          Fe 0.1823 

          Ni 0.2172 

          Zn 0.1951 
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Table S4. Chemcial compositions (evaluated using high spatial-resolution EDS) and calculated 

entropy values of cubic and tetragonal phases in HESO (C+T).  

 

Element Cubic phase Tetragonal phase 

O 61.3% 59.2% 

Cr 10.4% 8.3% 

Mn 3.7% 8.7% 

Fe 9.7% 9.2% 

Ni 7.4% 6.5% 

Zn 7.5% 8.1% 

Total 100% 100% 

S 1.56 R 1.60 R 
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Table S5. Chemical compositions of HESO (C) and HESO (C+T) measured using ICP-MS. 

 

 

Sample Cr 

(at.%) 

Mn  

(at.%) 

Fe  

(at.%) 

Ni  

(at.%) 

Zn  

(at.%) 
S 

HESO (C) 24.6 9.1 24.7 21.4 20.2 1.56R 

HESO (C+T) 21.9 18.7 18.2 21.7 19.5 1.61R 
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Table S6. Comparison of capacities, rate capability, and cycling stability of HESO (C+T) and 

various HEO electrodes reported in the literature. 

Material 
Low-rate 

performance 
High-rate performance Cycling stability Ref. 

(Co0.2Cu0.2Mg0.2Ni0.2Zn0.2)

O 

~600 mAh g–1  @ 50 

mAg–1 

~160 mAh g–1  @ 3000 

mAg–1   
100% after 300 cycles 

@ 200 mAg–1 
1 

Mg0.2Co0.2Ni0.2Cu0.2Zn0.2O 

 

955 mAh g–1 @ 100 

mAg–1 

490 mAh g–1 @ 3000 

mAg–1 

100% after 300 cycles 

@ 100 mAg–1 
2 

(Mg0.2Co0.2Ni0.2Cu0.2Zn0.2)

O 

829 mAh g–1 @ 100 

mAg–1 

408 mAh g–1 @ 2000 

mAg–1 

~100% after 150 cycles 

@ 200 mAg–1 
3 

(MgCoNiZn)0.65Li0.35O 
925 mAh g–1 @ 100 

mAg–1 

610 mAh g–1 @ 1000 

mAg–1 

~85% after 100 cycles 

@ 1000 mAg–1 
4 

Mg0.2Co0.2Ni0.2Cu0.2Zn0.2O 
~600 mAh g–1 @ 89 

mAg–1 

~300 mAh g–1 @ 1800 

mAg–1 
NA 5 

(Ni0.2Co0.2Mn0.2Fe0.2Ti0.2)3

O4 

594 mAh g–1 @ 50 

mAg–1 

343 mAh g–1 @ 2500 

mAg–1 

~100% after 100 cycles 

@ 100 mAg–1 
6 

(CoCrMnFeNi)3O4 
1235 mAh g–1 @ 20 

mAg–1 

500 mAh g–1 @ 2000 

mAg–1 

90% after 200 cycles @ 

500 mA hg–1 
7 

(FeCoNiCrMn)3O4 
735 mAh g–1 @ 50 

mAg–1 

180 mAh g–1 @ 2000 

mAg–1 

~80% after 300 cycles 

@ 50 mAg–1 
8 

(FeCoNiCrMnZnLi)3O4 
695 mAh g–1 @ 50 

mAg–1 
173 mAh g–1 @ 2000 

mAg–1 
~80% after 100 cycles 

@ 500 mAg–1 
9 

(Al0.2CoCrFeMnNi)0.58O4-δ 
~1400 mAh g–1 @ 

100 mAg–1 
634 mAh g–1 @ 3000 

mAg–1 
~40% after 500 cycles 

@ 200 mAg–1 
10 

(MgCuNiCoZn)O 
~400 mAh g–1 @ 100 

mAg–1 
250 mAh g–1 @ 5000 

mAg–1 
~100% after 1000 cycles 

@ 200 mAg–1 
11 

(CoCuMgNiZn)O  
477 mAh g–1 @ 100 

mAg–1 

240 mAh g–1 @ 2000 

mAg–1 

92% after 200 cycles @ 

120 mAg–1 
12 

(CoCrMnFeNi)3O4 
1225 mAh g–1 @ 20 

mAg–1 
485 mAh g–1 @ 2000 

mAg–1 
91% after 200 cycles @ 

500 mAg–1 
13 

(Co0.2Cr0.2Fe0.2Mn0.2Ni0.2)3

O4 

~863 mAh g–1 @ 100 

mAg–1 
~428 mAh g–1 @ 10000 

mAg–1 
100% after 50 cycles @ 

100 mAg–1 
14 

(FeNiCrMnZn)3O4 
692 mAh g–1 @ 100 

mAg–1 

260 mAh g–1 @ 3000 

mAg–1 

~85% after 100 cycles 

@ 500 mAg–1 
15 

(Mg0.2Ti0.2Zn0.2Cu0.2Fe0.2)3

O4 

571 mAh g–1 @ 100 

mAg–1 

268 mAh g–1 @ 2000 

mAg–1 

~87% after 300 cycles 

@ 100 mAg–1 
16 

(CrMnFeNiCu)3O4 
755 mAh g–1 @ 50 

mAg–1 

451 mAh g–1 @ 2000 

mAg–1 

99% after 250 cycles @ 

500 mAg–1 
17 

(CrMnFeNiCu)3O4 
800 mAh g–1 @ 50 

mAg–1 

480 mAh g–1 @ 2000 

mAg–1 

100% after 400 cycles 

@ 500 mAg–1 
18 

(Mg0.2Cr0.2Fe0.2Mn0.2Co0.2)

3O4 

~990 mAh g–1 @ 100 

mAg–1 
~380 mAh g–1 @ 5000 

mAg–1 
100% after 1000 cycles 

@ 1000 mAg–1 
19 

Mg0.05Cr0.21Ni0.22Cu0.28Zn0.

24)3O4  @PANI 

~800 mAh g–1 @ 100 

mAg–1 
598 mAh g–1 @ 2000 

mAg–1 

55% after 3200 cycles 

@ 4000 mAg–1 
20 

(FeNiCrMnMgAl)3O4 
~520 mAh g–1 @ 100 

mAg–1 
350 mAh g–1 @ 4000 

mAg–1 
99.8% after 200 cycles 

@ 200 mAg–1 
21 

 (FeCoNiCrMn)3O4  
~967 mAh g–1 @ 100 

mAg–1 
483 mAh g–1 @ 3000 

mAg–1 
86.2% after 1200 cycles 

@ 2000 mAg–1 
22 
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Figure S1. Structural evolution of (a) HESO (C) and (b) HESO (C+T) with increasing 

annealing temperature examined using XRD. 
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Figure S2. Thermogravimetric analysis data of HESO (C) and HESO (C+T). 
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Figure S3. Particle size distribution of (a) HESO (C) and (b) HESO (C+T) examined using 

SEM. 
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Figure S4. SEM images of HESO (C) annealed at (a) 800 °C, (b) 900 °C, and (c) 1000 °C. 

SEM images of HESO (C+T) annealed at (d) 800 °C, (e) 900 °C, and (f) 1000 °C.   
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Figure S5. (a) Low-magnification TEM image of HESO (C+T), (b) HRTEM image and (c) 

SAED patern of cubic spinel phase, and (e) HRTEM image and (c) SAED patern of tetragonal 

spinel phase. EDS spectra of (f) cubic spinel and (g) teragonal spinel phases. 
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Figure S6. Electron paramagnetic resonance data of HESO (C) and HESO (C+T) samples. 
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Figure S7. CV curves of (a) HESO (C) and (b) HESO (C+T) electrodes recorded at a potential 

sweep rate of 0.1 mV s–1. 
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Figure S8. Initial charge-discharge cycles of (a) HESO (C) and (b) HESO (C+T) measured at 

50 m Ag–1. 
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Figure S9. Differential capacity vs. voltage (dQ/dV) curves for (a) HESO (C) and (b) HESO 

(C+T) electrodes. 
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Figure S10. EELS data of HESO electrodes before and after the first charge-discharge cycle. 

EELS L-edge spectra of (a) Cr, (b) Mn, (c) Fe, and (d) Ni elements. 
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Figure S11. Ex-situ XRD measurement carried out after complete lithiation of the HESO (C+T) 

electrode. 
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Figure S12. GITT results of HESO (C) ((a) and (b)) and HESO (C+T) electrodes ((c) and (d)). 

(a) and (c) represent lithiation properties; (b) and (d) represent delithiation properties. Data were 

recorded with a series of current pulses of 100 mA g−1 for 20 min and 3 h relaxation at each 

interval. 
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Figure S13. Variations of Rct versus cycle number for HESO (C) and HESO (C+T) electrodes. 
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